To Whom It May Concern:

In order to simplify payments for our international students, Illinois Institute of Technology has contractually secured a global banking network to facilitate the collection of payments from your country. The attached Payment Instructions should be followed precisely to ensure that the Illinois Institute of Technology receives the indicated currency amount without delay.

I hereby verify that the beneficiary displayed on the Payment Instructions page is authorized to accept payments on behalf of Illinois Institute of Technology. Depending upon the country, the beneficiary may be listed as ‘Illinois Institute of Technology’ or as the authorized collection agent that facilitates our payment collection in your country. For example, “peerTransfer Education”, “peerTransfer d/b/a Flywire” or “Flywire.”

Please follow the attached “Payment Instructions” precisely to ensure that only the specified currency, in the specified amount, is released to the indicated beneficiary so that Illinois Institute of Technology can process the funds to satisfy the payor’s account with the University.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Tamara Posley
Director, Student Accounting